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Abstract 

This research is aims to discovered whether the use of fun roleplay can motivate the 8th grade 

students of SMP Ahmad Yani Makassar to speak English. This research is an experiment study 

using a pre-experimental design, namely one-shot case study. The techniques that used are data 

analysis, data reduction, data presentation, and drawing conclusions. Based on the results of the 

research, it is found that the application of the fun role play method has been carried out in 

accordance with the steps in fun role play. The steps for playing this role are as described, starting 

from the teacher choosing the theme to be played and then let the student pick their own theme 

after that, preparing a script or storyline, explaining the techniques and rules in the game, 

dividing or choosing the role of each student, telling while setting the first scene of discussion and 

evaluating learning. Based on the findings, it is found that the used of fun roleplay methods can 

increase students motivation to learn to speak English better than before. 
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1. Introduction 

One of language skill aspects which very important in fielding creative, critical and genius future 

generation is speaking ability. By grasping speaking ability, the students will be able to express 

their feeling intelligently based on the situation and context when they speak about the language. 

Speaking is one of skills in English. Speaking is very important for people in looking for jobs 

because spoken English is one of qualification if we want to find the job. In countries where 

English is neither first not second language, it is taught or learned as the first language for 

practical nor necessary uses for communication. The speaking skill is an essential part of 

communication. For that, the teachers struggle for the students to improve his speaking skill by 

making a relax and fun atmosphere in the class. 

The students often encounter some problems. Even though students in Indonesia are now 

facilitated with various applications, they still have low motivation to practice English in daily 

conversation because they do not feel happy with the monotonous method that teachers share with 

them which is boring and does not change. 
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The student is also too shy and afraid to take part in the conversation. Many various methods 

recommended by English Foreign. Lots of studies have shown that motivation is positively 

linked to achievement in learning the English language or any other second languages. 

Motivations is an important amount of someone and maybe everyone will try to learn 

something new to get boost their motivation. Having motivation shows that someone by this 

time knows the purposes he does. Motivation gets become vital if someone want to learn the 

language, such as exertion persistence and verbalization. It contains an sum of vitality from 

students to lock in in activity, to do more exertion and continuously hold on in activity. In 

other words, motivation is an drives that creates someone act in achieving certain goals. 

Where motivation is one factor that is very influential in achieving the target language (Hong 

and iGanapathy,2017). 

In fact students nowadays are joining the modern era which is the facility or technology their 

using is more simple at the time before, in this study the student can express to be another person 

certain people or objects that they like and they crave which can come from books, cartoons, 

games, even other media such as their environment. Having fun will gives us an opportunity to 

associate and be inventive more than before. When we laugh together, this sends an outside non-

verbal message that says: “We are alike, we share values” (Everett,2011). 

Motivation gets to be an fundamental calculate for deciding the conquest of moment or 

outside dialect securing. According to information that gathered from the teacher’s, the fact 

in the SMP Ahmad Yani Makassar is that many students have weak studying motivation. In 

addition, the lack of attention by the teacher to students because teaching method is 

monotonous. Therefore, teachers are not only educators by play a very important role in 

motivating students. 

2. Literature Review 

a. Definition of Motivation 

Motivation is something which make someone happy and spirit to do something that they want. 

Motivation refers to one’s desire or eagerness to do something (Green & Smyser,1995). In order 

to eliminate apathy in students, the teacher needs to motivate them with enjoy method since unless 

motivation is supported and secured when activity has commenced, the common inclination to 

induce tired or bored of the task and capitulate to any alluring diversions will result in 

demotivation. 

Basically, motivation can help individual behavior in understanding and explaining, including the 

behavior of the individual who is learning. Finding ways to extend motivation is pivotal since it 
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permits us to change behavior, motivated competencies, be inventive, set objectives, develop, 

make plans, motivated talents, and boost engagement. 

According ito iDeci (1985) ithere iare itwo kinds iof imotivation ithey iare: i 

a.Intrinsic iMotivation i 

Intrinsic imotivation iis iactivities ifor which ithere iis ino iapparent ireward except the 

iactivity iitself. iPeople iseem ito engage in ithem ifor itheir iown isake iand inot because 

ithey ilead ito ia ireward. Intrinsic imotivation iexists iwithin iindividuals, iin ianother 

isense iintrinsic imotivation iexists iin ithe irelation ibetween individuals iand iactivities. 

iPeople iare intrinsically imotivated ifor isome activities iand inot iothers, iand inot 

everyone iis iintrinsically imotivated for any iparticular itask. iBecause intrinsic motivation 

iexists iin ithe connection between ia iperson iand task, some authors ihave idefined intrinsic 

motivation iin iterms iof ithe task ibeing interesting iwhile iothers have idefined it in iterms 

iof ithe satisfactions ia iperson gain ifrom intrinsically (Deci i& Ryan,1985). 

b. Extrinsic iMotivation  

Extrinsic Motivation iis, ion ithe iother hand, iExtrinsic irewards iare imoney, prizes, 

igrades, iand ieven icertain ikinds of ipositive ifeedback iExtrinsic imeans external ior 

ioutside iof iyourself. Extrinsic ifactor ithat ican iinfluence students “motivation isuch ias: 

istudents environment iconditions, ithe idynamic element, iFour imajor isources iof intrinsic 

imotivation: iideals iand students” iability, istudents’ icondition. Intrinsic imotivation iis 

imotivation covered iin ithe isituation ilearning iand meet ithe ineeds iof iand ithe igoals 

pupil. Extrinsic imotivation iis ia imotivation caused iby ifactors ifrom ioutside ithe 

situation ilearned isuch ias ithe icredit, ia diploma, iwith ia idivision, iand competition 

i(Hamalik,2011:163). 

b. Fun Roleplay 

Roleplay defined as the person whom a performer artist speaks to in a film or play, whereas fun 

roleplay is a teaching method of acting out particular ways of behaving or pretending to be other 

people who ideal with new situations through fun and enjoyable atmosphere to students. It is 

utilized in training courses language learning and psychotherapy for increase student’s motivation 

to learn English speaking. 

Roleplay iis iproviding istudents appropriate topic provides iinterest iand subject i– imatter for 

discussion, i dividing them i into groups improve i the i amount and i quality of the verbal 

interaction” (Ur,1996). 

Fun iroleplay ihelps ito ibring ithe ilanguage to life iand ito igive ithe ilearners isome experience 
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of i its i use i as i a i means i of communication i as i if i in i the i real situation with ifun iand 

enjoy imethod. iTherefore, the main ipurpose of fun role iplayiis to motivated communication 

situation iwith ienjoy iand fun. 

In iaddition, iit iis iand imost ilearners iwill agree ithat ienjoyment ileads ito ibetter learning iand 

by i doing istudents ieven teenagers iand iadults ioften iimagine themselves iin ideferent situation 

and iroles when ithey iplay igames (Bowman, i2013). 

In icase iof ifun iroleplay iactivities, according ito iByrne (1996), irole-play can be igrouped into 

two itypes, scripted iand unscripted iroleplay. iIn idetails,those types of ifun iroleplay 

activitiesdescribed ias follows: Scripted roleplay, this itype involves iinterpreting ieither ithe 

textbook dialogue ior ireading itext iin ithe iform iof speech. iThe imain ifunction iof ithe itext 

after iall iis ito iconvey ithe imeaning iof language iitems iin ia imemorably iway. Unscripted 

roleplay, in contrast ito iscripted iroleplay, ithe isituations iof iunscripted ifun iroleplay ido inot 

depend ion itextbooks. iIn iparticular ito ibehave iin icertain isituations isuch ias iwhen ibeing 

offered ifood ior idrink. iIt iis iknown ias ia ifree iroleplay i or iimprovisation. 

c. Speaking 

Speaking is imperative to an individual’s living progressions and experiences. Speaking is also 

the most ordinary way to communicate. Without speaking, people must remain in nearly total 

isolation from any kind of society. For most people, the capability to speak a language is the same 

in knowing a language from the time when the speech is the most fundamental means of human 

communication. According to Cornbleet and Carter (2001) “speaking is not just making sound 

though birds, animals, babies make sound and though it may be communication of sorts, it is not 

speaking”. 

According ito iGate (2003), “Speaking iis a skill iwhich ideserves iattention ievery bit  as imuch 

as iliterary iskills, iin iboth first and isecond ilanguage. iIt iis i the skill which i the i students 

are i frequently judged. i It i is i also i the i vehicle i par excellent iof isocial i solidarity, iof 

social ranking, iof iprofessional iadvancement and iof ibusiness”.
 i

Speaking iindicates  that as 

one iof ithe ilanguage iskills, iit should get iattention ifrom iteachers iand learners because iit 

plays ithe iimportant role iin our society. 

 

There iare isome ireasons ifor ispeaking involved iexpressing iideas iand iopinions: expressing ia 

wish ior ia idesire ito ido something; inegotiating ior isolving particular problem; ior iestablishing 

and maintaining isocial irelationships iand friendships. Spoken icommunications i are i essentially 
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transactional or interactional‟. iTransactional language iis isaid ito ibe ithat iwhich icontains 

factual ior ipropositional iinformation. iThe students ijust iimitate ihow ito isay iincorrect 

intonation inot imeaningful iinteraction iand the istudent ishould ihave iquestion ior command 

for itheir iteacher. iThe ifocus iis primarily ion ithe imeaning iof ithe imessage when ispeaking 

and i when i the i purpose is transactional (Gebhard, i2009). 

3. Research Method 

a. Research Design 

This study adopts experimental one-shot study case approach, According to Gay, Miles iand 

Airisian i(2016) the experimental research is the only type of research that can test theories to 

establish source effect relations. It signifies the solidest chain of reasoning about the connections 

between variables. In experimental research the researcher handles at least one independent 

variable, controls additional relevant variables, and observes the effect on one or more dependent 

variables. 

b. Research Instrument 

In this istudy, ithe iresearcher iinstrument  

were ido ian experiment ito gather the idata of motivating istudents ito ispeak iEnglish through 

ifun iroleplay imethod in studying process, specifically iin iimplementation motivating istudents 

ito ispeak iEnglish through fun iroleplay method by teachers perceive. 

4. Findings and Discussion 

a. Findings 

In this subsection the research presents the results of experiment, and discuss concerns about the 

result of how the use of fun role play method of students in SMP Ahmad Yani Makassar. The data 

concern are experimental data obtained through one shot case study with students and teachers 

regarding the application of fun role play to motivate of students in SMP Ahmad Yani Makassar. 

After doing the learning the teacher evaluates the results of fun role play, to find out whether the 

students are motivating or not the teacher has tools or indicators to see the students motivated.  

From the results of research that has been done that students seen are able to control their emotions 

such as laughing when they are happy, crying when they are sad and so on from the experiment 

of researchers that there are 7 students who are starting to motivated, 10 students who motivated 

as expected, and 2 students who are motivating very well. 
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b. Discussion 

Based on the results of experiments, interviews, and documents, the author determines that the 

application of the fun role play method to motivated students who implemented in SMP Ahmad 

Yani Makassar has been implemented in accordance with the phases, namely:  

1.The teacher determines or chooses a theme before the student pick their own theme ,The efforts 

of educators in creating an environment that allows the learning process to occur is a must, before 

carrying out learning activities at SMP Ahmad Yani Makassar first determine the theme of the 

activity to be achieved in the form of preparing a daily learning implementation plan (RPPH) to 

determine what learning and activities to be applied which is adapted to the existing curriculum 

so that learning is more directed and optimizes students motivated.  

2.The teacher makes a scenario script or storyline for fun role play after the teacher sets the chosen 

theme for the fun role play, the teacher prepares a script or scenario that will be played by the 

students.  

3.The teacher explains in advance what will be played and directs the students according to a 

scenario or script that has been set or made according to a predetermined theme. In Students of 

SMP, the teacher usually explains the scenario or directs what the students will play. “For learning 

that is brought out normally in class, the teacher usually directs the students without a scripted 

text, except when playing roles in a performance they are usually given a script and requested to 

memorize it. But when studying the teacher directs with dialog and students motivated according 

to their inspiration and creativity. From the results of the research that the researchers did, So the 

students are set direction by the teacher for what it is like and the students motivated it himself. 

For example, the teacher justifies to the Emir, the vegetable seller who sells vegetables, then the 

Emir says vegetables and so on. 

4.The teacher explains the technical fun role play game, In the fun role play activity before 

starting, after introducing the theme that will be used, the teacher explains about the technical fun 

role play. Here the teacher explains who speaks first and the teacher arranges the flow, then when 

finished, proceed to the students who want to play the roles that have been set. 

5.The teacher selects and assigns the role of the students, in fun role play, not all students play 

simultaneously, students take chances, some are selected as actors and some as auditors. Based 

on the results of the experiments by researchers to motivated student’s intrapersonal intelligence, 

teachers are more stimulating in motivating it in students by give details steps to students and 

asking them to perceive their environment. Then interpersonal intelligence is motivated and 

stimulated when the students starts to play a role and how the students work together with other 
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people or friends. In providing ingredients such as vegetables in collaboration with parents 

Teacher Tells Story While Setting First Scene. Based on the experiments in the study, it was found 

that in order for students to better understand and understand the teacher told the students while 

setting the first scene. The teacher tells the story and the students act and speak according to what 

the teacher tells them. 

6.The teacher talk about the values checked in the fun role play activities, in fun role play 

activities, the teacher checks and takes the values confined in what is played by the students. As 

of the results of research that has been carried out, the teacher regularly discusses talk over what 

has been played. For exemplar, when we hear of a friend who is sick, we have to visit them, or if 

they don't desire to be ticketed by the police, they should obey traffic signs. The teacher asks the 

students to ask questions to find out the student's feelings after playing. What values are contained 

in the role play. 

7.The teacher evaluates the work or the effects of fun role play, to find out about student's 

motivated, the teacher evaluates the results of fun role play activities, at SMP Ahmad Yani 

Makassar appraises learning outcomes by using checklists, anecdotes as a tool to determine 

students motivated. This is specified by the teacher as follows: "In evaluating learning, we 

regularly use checklists, anecdotes conferring to the existing curriculum" 

.  

5. Conclusion  

Based on the results of research that has been carried out by researchers that the treatment of the 

fun role play method (fun role play) motivate students speak English in SMP Ahmad Yani 

Makassar. This indicates that the use of the fun role play method (fun role play) can motivate 

students to speak English. Thus, it can be concluded that in using the fun role play method to 

motivate the students at SMP Ahmad Yani Makassar to speak English. Even though the students 

who plays the role when first playing is the students appointed by the teacher, the teacher in its 

application proposes or gives the opportunity for the students to play like his friend. Therefore, 

student's motivate has motivated as expected. 
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